NYU LMS (Brightspace) Spring Update & Training Information

Dear Faculty,

As you might have heard, NYU Classes is being replaced by NYU LMS (Brightspace), with all courses moved to the new system by the end of 2021. Like NYU Classes, the new NYU LMS is where you will:

- Post syllabi, announcements, course materials, and assignments
- Schedule and launch NYU Zoom meetings for your class
- Message your class and individual students

Whether you prefer to learn on your own or attend a live training, schools, global sites, and central teams are creating a range of options. Please visit your school’s educational technology site or contact your educational technologist to learn more, or sign up below.

Getting Started

Follow these three steps to get started with NYU LMS.

- **Step 1:** Learn the tools: refer to the Faculty & Staff Training page for Quick Start Guides, ServiceLink articles, and more
- **Step 2:** Take the self-paced Instructor 101 training course
- **Step 3:** For additional help, sign up for a weekly workshop or 30-minute consultation

Reusing Your NYU Classes Content
Visit the Reusing NYU Classes Content in NYU LMS page for details.

Questions
Contact the NYU IT Service Desk or your Educational Technology (EdTech) support team for questions about your NYU LMS course or school-specific training opportunities.

Sincerely,
Clay Shirky, Vice Provost for Educational Technologies
Ben Maddox, Chief Instructional Technology Officer

For assistance with NYU IT services, contact the NYU IT Service Desk.